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THE ADAPTATION PROCESS OF THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN
HOUSING SECTOR
SUMMARY
Consumption, material, environmental, and economic problems faced by the linear
economic model that has been effective for many years have led to different searches.
The Circular Economy is a topic that is popular, especially in European countries,
against these problems recently. The construction sector, which has the same problems
at the highest level and accordingly, the circular economy model, especially in the
housing sector, is an emerging and researched subject. This thesis has aimed to
evaluate the adaptation process of the Circular Economy model, which is still in its
early stages in the housing sector, and to make suggestions on the adaptation of this
process and the future Circular Economy to the housing sector.
In line with this purpose, it has been aimed to analyse the subject from general to
specific, to conclude with comments and discussions and to answer the identified subproblems, based on the Walcott qualitative data analysis method. The thesis has been
divided into six main titles for this purpose. After examining the concept of Circular
Economy in the first sections, in the fourth section, the place of the circular economy,
which is the main subject in the housing sector, has been examined with examples and
case studies. In this context, examples in the Netherlands and Denmark, where the
subject is popular in Europe and which we encounter with the first examples, were
examined. After, the issue was examined in Turkey, which is one of the main
investment branches of the housing and having problems with the linear economy.
Especially after the urban transformation in Turkey, the principles developed of
sustainability in housing were examined to assess the future of the circular economy
model. To measure the ecological and economic contributions that the Circular
Economy can create the study has been carried out on the evaluation of the materials
that will occur with the demolition of the building in a selected residential area in
Üsküdar Acıbadem District.
To understanding the concept of the Circular Economy, when the current research of
stakeholders in the housing sector is examined, it is observed that the sector needs
innovation and separation from the linear economy. In the housing sector, future
concerns, material consumption, waste problems in old and new housing materials are
the main reasons for the desire to apply the Circular Economy to the housing sector as
a model. The lack of an implementation project that can measure the contributions of
the Circular Economy in the housing sector is the most important obstacle to the
acceleration of the transition to the Circular Economy. However, the ongoing Kerkrade
and Aarhus projects that help with this thesis will be a guide for the housing sector.
The Circular Economy principles that stand out in Kerkrade and Aarhus projects have
enabled us to compare the Circular Economy goals and objectives. These initial
examples will soon be guiding in line with all the economic contributions of the
Circular Economy. Also, In the housing sector, which has not yet to start the
implementation of the Circular Economy in Turkey, even not under circular economy
xix

model principles, even if the methods used against linear economic problems have
shown that an undeniable economic and ecological contribution. This example has
provided an 8% economic contribution with the principle of re-evaluation of old
materials determined against urban transformation problems, so with a single principle
of the Circular Economy, and contributed to the ecological transformation with the
reuse of all materials.
The fact that the housing life cycle consists of different stages can create difficulties
in implementing the Circular Economy as a model. All research, two examples, and
case studies examined showed that the main principles of the Circular Economy need
an adaptation process in the housing sector. Collaboration in this process,
understanding the principles, and creating common road maps of the industry are the
most important steps, as well as technological developments that are helpful in the
implementation of the Circular Economy model in the housing sector. After these steps
and with the increase of examples in the housing sector, the Circular Economy will
undoubtedly be included in every housing project in the future with certain principles.
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DÖNGÜSEL EKONOMİNİN KONUT SEKTÖRÜNDE ADAPTASYON
SÜRECİ
ÖZET
Sektörlerin uzun yıllardır ekonomik model olarak adapte olduğu ve kullanmaya devam
ettiği yap-kullan-at anlayışına dayalı doğrusal ekonomik modelin son yıllarda ortaya
çıkardığı ve katkı sağladığı sorunlar dikkat çekmeye başlamıştır. Uzun yıllardır etkili
olan Doğrusal Ekonomik modelin karşılaştığı tüketim, maddi, çevresel ve ekonomik
sorunlar beraberinde farklı araştırmalara yol açmıştır. Geleceği ekolojik ve ekonomik
açıdan korumayı hedefleyen ve sahip olduğı ana Döngüsel Ekonomi prensipleri ile
malzeme bağımlılığını yok etmeyi hedefleyen Döngüsel Ekonomi Modeli tüm bu
sorunlara karşı çözüm olarak ortaya çıkmıştır. Döngüsel Ekonomi, özellikle Avrupa
ülkelerinde son zamanlarda bu sorunlara karşı popüler olmaya ve araştırılmaya
başlanmış bir konudur. Özellikle 2000’li yılların başında kurulan kuruluşlar ve
MacArthur kuruluşu tarafından yayınlanan raporlar ve oluşturulan ReSOLVE
prensipleri ile sektörlerin uygulama aşamasında Döngüsel Ekonomi modelinin bir iş
modeli olarak kullanılması gündeme gelmiştir. Tüm sektörlerin gündemine aldığı
Döngüsel Ekonomi özellikle aynı sorunların en üst düzeyde yaşandığı inşaat sektörü
ve buna bağlı olarak, özellikle konut sektöründe, yoğun bir şekilde araştırılan bir
konudur. Özellikle inşaat sektöründe dinamizmini her daim koruyan ve özellikle konut
yaşam döngüsüne bağlı olarak yaşadığı malzeme bağımlılığı, atık problemi, enerji
tüketimine bağlı olarak Döngüsel Ekonomi konut sektörü için vazgeçilmez bir yeni
ekonomik model olarak sunulmaktadır. Bu nedenlerden dolayı bu tez, halen konut
sektöründe ilk aşamalarında olan Döngüsel Ekonomi modelinin uyum sürecini
değerlendirmeyi, bu sürece ve gelecekte Döngüsel Ekonomi Modelinin konut
sektöründe bir model olarak kullanılması hakkında önerilerde bulunmayı
amaçlamıştır.
Bu amaç doğrultusunda, Walcott nitel veri analizi yöntemine dayalı olarak konunun
genelden özele analiz edilmesi, yorum ve tartışmalarla sonuçlandırılması ve belirlenen
alt soruların cevaplandırılması amaçlanmıştır. Nitel veri analiz süreciyle birlikte aynı
zamanda konuya uygun seçilen uygulama alanında Döngüsel Ekonomi prensibine
bağlı incelemeler ve sonuçlarla, belirlenen alt soru ve hipotezlerin cevaplanması
amaçlanmıştır. Tez bu amaç doğrultusuna altı ana başlığa ayrılmıştır. İlk bölümde
seçilen Döngüsel Ekonomi kavramı ve cevaplamak istenilen sorunlar ve literatür
araştırmaları doğrultusunda ana soru ve alt sorular, ana amaç ve alt amaçlar, hipotezler
ve son olarak tezin metodolojisi oluşturulmuştur. İkinci bölümde ise yap-kullan-at
modeli olan doğrusal ekonominin ortaya çıkardığı malzeme bağımlılığı, kaynak
problemi, enerji tüketimi gibi sorunlardan ve istatistiklerden yola çıkılarak Döngüsel
Ekonomi Modeli anlatılmştır ve Döngüsel Ekonomi modelinin özellikleri ve
prensipleri derinlemesine incelenmiştir. Döngüsel Ekonomi ana prensiplerinin yanı
sıra bu araştırmanın ana kaynaklarından bir olan MacArthur kuruluşu taraşından
oluşturulan ve uygulama aşamasına yardımcı olan ReSOLVE prensipleri
incelenmiştir. Üçüncü bölümde konut sektörüne giriş yapmadan önce kısa bir şekilde
inşaat sektöründe problemler ve istatistikler verilmiş ve çeşitli ülkelerden uygulamalı
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örnekler incelenmiştir. Tüm bu incelemelerden sonra dördüncü bölümde ise ana konu
olan Döngüsel Ekonominin konut sektöründe yeri incelenmiştir. Bu aşamada ilk olarak
tasarım-inşaat ve yıkım gibi üç ana dönemden oluşan konut yaşam döngüsünde öne
çıkabilecek Döngüsel Ekonomi prensipleri örnekler ve alan çalışmasıyla incelenmiştir.
Bu kapsamda Avrupa’da konunun popüler olduğu ve ilk örneklerle karşımıza çıkan
Hollanda ve Danimarka’da örnekler incelenmiştir. Kerkade ve Aarhus örneği ilk
Döngüsel Ekonomi örneği olması yanı sıra farklı Döngüsel Ekonomi prensiplerini
öncelikli olarak kullanarak süreci gözlemlemeye yardımcı olmuştur. Çalışmanın
sonraki aşamasında seçilecek Türkiye ayağındaki alan çalışmasınada yol gösterici olan
bu iki örnekten Kerkrade, eski bina malzemelerinin yeniden kullanılarak sosyal
döngüsel konut üretimine örnek olarak karşımıza çıkarken Aarhus örneği ise seçilen
yeni gelişme alanında döngüsel ekonomi prensiplerinden yola çıkarak sosyal döngüsel
konut üretimine örnek olmuştur. Beşinci başlık olarak ise Türkiye kentsel dönüşüm
alanlarında Döngüsel Ekonomi incelenmiştir. Konunun popüler olduğu bölgelerin
dışında yer alan fakat aynı problemlere yüksek oranda sahip olan Türkiye örneği
özellikle karşılaştırma amaçlı seçilmiştir. Özellikle Türkiye’de kentsel dönüşüm
sonrası yıkılan ve yeniden yapılan konutlarda sürdürülebilirlik kapsamında geliştirilen
prensipler, Döngüsel Ekonomi modelinin geleceğinin değerlendirmesi için
incelenmiştir. Döngüsel Ekonominin yaratabileceği ekolojik ve ekonomik katkıları
ölçmek için, Üsküdar Acıbadem Mahalle’sinde seçilen bir konut alanında binanın
yıkılması ile ortaya çıkacak malzemelerin değerlendirilmesi üzerine çalışma
yapılmıştır. Kentsel dönüşüm aşamalarından yıkım aşamasında malzemelerin
değerlendirilmesi göz önüne alınarak Kerkrade örneği de değerlendirilerek yıkım
sonrası dönüşebilecek veya kullanılabilecek tüm malzemelerin değerlendirilmesi
sonucu oluşacak ekonomik katkı incelenmiştir. Son olarak sonuç bölümünde ise tüm
veriler, araştrımalar ve örnekler yorumlanarak, gelecek için aşağıdada belirli
maddelerde belirtilen yol gösterici değerlendirmeler yapılmıştır.
Döngüsel Ekonomi kavramını anlamak için, konut sektöründeki paydaşların mevcut
araştırmaları incelendiğinde, sektörün inovasyona ve doğrusal ekonomiden
ayrılmasına ihtiyaç duyduğu yadsınamaz bir gerçektir. Konut sektöründe; gelecekteki
kaygılar, malzeme tüketimi, eski ve yeni konut malzemelerinde atık sorunları,
Döngüsel Ekonomiyi konut sektörüne model olarak uygulama arzusunun temel
nedenlerindendir. Henüz aaraştırma ve adaptasyon sürecinde olan Döngüsel
Ekonominin konut sektöründeki katkılarını ölçebilen bir uygulama projesinin
olmaması, Döngüsel Ekonomiye geçişin hızlanmasının önündeki en önemli engeldir.
Ancak bu teze de yol gösterici olan ve hali hazırda devam eden Kerkrade ve Aarhus
konut projeleri konut sektörü için bir rehber olacaktır. Kerkrade ve Aarhus projelerinde
öne çıkan Döngüsel Ekonomi prensipleri karşılaştırmalı olarak Döngüsel Ekonomi
amaç ve hedeflerini incelememize olanak sağlamıştır. Bu ilk örnekler yakın zamanda
Döngüsel Ekonominin tüm ekonomik katkıları doğrultusunda yönlendirici olacaktır.
İlk döngüsel konut örneklerinin sonuçları ve gözlemleri sektörün Döngüsel Ekonomi
modeline geçişini kolaylaştıracaktır. Ayrıca konut sektöründe Döngüsel Ekonomi
konusunda henüz uygulamalara başlamamış olan ve aynı problemlerin gözlemlendiği
Türkiye’de yapılan alan çalışması, Döngüsel Ekonomi modeli prensipleri başlığı
altında olmasa da doğrusal ekonomi problemlerine karşı kullanılan yöntemlerin bile
ekonomik ve ekolojik katkılarının yadsınamaz olduğunu göstermiştir. Kentsel
dönüşümün yıkım aşamasında kullanılan tek bir Döngüsel Ekonomi prensibi ile bu
örnek sadece kentsel dönüşüm sorunlarına karşı belirlenen eski malzemelerin tekrar
değerlendirilmesi prensibi ile yani döngüsel ekonominin tek bir prensibiyle %8
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ekonomik katkı sağlarken, tüm malzemelerin yeniden kullanımı ile ekolojik dönüşüme
de katkı sağlamıştır.
Döngüsel Ekonomi modeli için hala tüm sektörlerde ve özellikle konut sektöründe
sınırlı araştırmalar vardır ve konunun hem Avrupa ülkelerinde hem de uygulama
çalışmasının yapıldığı Türkiye’de araştırılmaya ve uygulama örneklerine ihtiyacı
vardır. Konut sektörü için özellikle uygulama aşaması ve konut yaşam döngüsünün
farklı evrelerden oluşması Döngüsel Ekonominin bir model olarak uygulanmasında
farklı zorluklar yaratabilir. Fakat incelenen tüm araştırmalar, örnekler ve yapılan alan
çalışması, Döngüsel Ekonominin ana ilkelerinin konut sektöründe bir uyum sürecine
ihtiyaç duyduğunu göstermiştir. Bu sürecin çok hızlı sonuçlanması ve doğrusal
ekonominin kısa vadede tamamen terk edilmesi beklenmesede adaptasyon sürecinde
iş birliği yapmak, Döngüsel Ekonomi ilkelerini anlamak ve sektörün ortak yol
haritalarını oluşturmak Döngüsel Ekonomi modeline geçişte en önemli adımlardır.
Ayrıca teknolojik gelişmeler konut sektöründe Döngüsel Ekonomi modelinin
uygulanmasına yardımcı ve öncü olacaktır. Tüm paydaşların bu süreçte istekliği
olduğu gözlemlenmiştir ve günümüzde doğrusal ekonominin en önemli
problemlerinin gözlemlendiği konut sektöründe, Döngüsel Ekonomi modeli
araştırmaları derinleşmektedir. Bu adımlar doğrultusunda ve konut sektöründeki
örneklerin artmasıyla, Döngüsel Ekonomi modeli şüphesiz gelecekte her konut
projesinde % 100 bir iş modeli olarak yer almasa da belirli ilkelerle konut projelerine
dahil olacaktır.
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
The current economy, which is called the Linear Economy, is based on a take-makeconsume-waste approach, which is the traditional model focused on consumption
(Sarıatlı, 2017). The Linear Economy, which is based on large amounts of readily
accessible resources and non-renewable energy, has two apparent problems. The first
problem concerns the overuse of finite resources, and the second problem is the
excessive waste generation and environmental effect (Rood, 2015). The new economic
model, which is called the Circular Economy, is a restorative model for the protection
of our future in terms of ecology and economy as it has characteristics such as
conservation and transformation of natural resources. Circular Economy is not a
transformation of simple requirements, but a model that supports the transformation
of raw materials for human use. Also, the Circular Economy aims to minimize the
depreciation of resources throughout the system provides to protect the quality of life
in the future (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
Considering that, the Circular Economy will respond to many existing problems many
sectors have accelerated research on this issue. One of them is the construction sector
which has a significant impact on the planet because of its consumption (Arcadis et
al., 2018). About 40% of global materials are consumed by the construction sector that
straight uses 1.8 billion tons of primary raw material (Arcadis et al., 2018). Also, the
construction industry consumes about 40% of the energy, which is consumed
throughout its whole life, especially during the processing of buildings. If no action is
taken to increase energy efficiency in the construction sector, energy demand is
assumed to increase by 50% by 2050 (Arcadis et al., 2018). It seems that the
construction sector, which is at the top stage of many consumption rates, needs to solve
resource and environmental impact problems for the future of the sector (Markkanen,
2016, Building Radar, 2019).
When different investments in the construction sector are analysed in Europe, the
housing sector ranks first in terms of investment type with a growth rate of % 6.2 in
2019 data, depending on the total production figures (Building Radar, 2019).
Furthermore, when the environmental impact and resource consumption are examined,
1

the housing sector one of the most important consumption sectors in the EU, also the
exhausting of available global resources and with the statistics like 50% of extracted
materials and 30% of final energy consumption, ranks first on the impact on
environmental change issues. Accordingly, with these numbers, the future of the
housing sector is a very remarkable factor for the consumption of resources and
sectoral investments. Besides, it is an inevitable fact that the sector needs to change
dramatically due to factors such as population growth, ongoing urbanization,
environmental impacts, and scarce resources (Nunez-Cacho et al., 2017). For these
reasons, the Circular Economy can be presented as a model that is particularly useful
in the housing sector (GXN, 2018).
The building sector is trying to anticipate changes in the Circular Economy that
including different products and services, different customers and stakeholders in the
value chain, and different revenue models (MacArthur Foundation, 2013). However,
the implementation of the circular economic model, which is not very well known, is
an issue for the sectors in general, including the housing sector. For this reason,
research on Circular Economy has been rapidly intensifying in the recent past.
(Markkanen, 2016). The housing sector has also been started to work to benefit from
the Circular Economy and provide a special framework. Also, the question has been
coming up in researches on how to transform the housing sector from linear to Circular
Economy for today and on the scale (GXN, 2018). The focus of this study is to examine
the effects and expectations of the Circular Economy through opinions, research, and
applied examples for the housing sector. Besides, it is aimed to measure the main
factors for the housing sector for future projects by utilizing research and to form a
road map on how the Circular Economy will fully adapt to the housing sector.
1.1 Problem Statement
The linear economy results from business practices that consume natural resources
constantly. This means being in constant consumption and it is based on the destruction
of resources, the production of goods and services and the disposal but not recycling
of post-consumer waste (Rood, 2015). However, this approach is under increasing
pressure due to its environmental and economic disadvantages. This pressure is also
felt by the construction sector, which is at the top of the sectoral resource consumption
with 40% of global materials, and the housing sector, which is the first investment
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vehicle in the construction sector and is the number one sector with a growth of 6.2%
in 2019 (Housing Europe, 2016; Building Radar, 2019).
Within a few years, the Circular Economy also in the buildings has become even more
important among the scholars and managers of both public and private institutions
(Ruiz-Real, 2018). The built environment can no longer continue with this
consumption and somehow implementations should be made for the transition to the
Circular Economy. After 2016, more than 1.2 million houses were added to the
housing sector and it is estimated that more will continue to be added. However, for
the housing sector, which is the first investment vehicle for the construction sector, to
continue its development, it should immediately overtake the problems of the Linear
Economy. It has been realized that this change is imperative for the future (Deloitte,
2017). These problems in the built environment affected the housing sector and,
European countries started researches to adapt the Circular Economy to the housing
sector in the future (GXN, 2018). Therefore, as in other industries, the housing sector
still needs research and planning on this issue, especially to move up to the
implementation phase.
Linear economy problems accelerate with the dynamism of the housing sector. In
countries that are the economy has a large share of in, the housing sector, like Turkey,
it has taken its place in this research. However, apart from the Netherlands and
Denmark, no example has started working at the implementation stage. Besides, still,
there are no projects fully adapted to the Circular Economy about the housing
implemented (Arcadis et al., 2018). As have seen in Turkey's example, in the countries
that cannot go beyond the implementations of the sustainability principles,
consumption problems remain.
1.2 Key Research Question and Hypotheses
In line with all factors, this study will question the situation, management, and future
of the Circular Economy model in the housing sector after examining completely the
Circular Economy process. Therefore, the key research question for this study is:
What could be the process of adapting the Circular Economy for the housing sector?
The research sub-questions for this study is:
•

What is the Circular Economy and what are its main principles?
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•

What are the research and views on the implementation of the Circular Economy
and its principles?

•

What are the effects of the Circular Economy on the built environment, especially
in housing?

•

What are the measurable main factors of the Circular Economy for housing?

•

What are the future expectations of the Circular Economy for housing sectors?

The three main hypotheses have developed for the thesis to the answers to these
questions are given below:
•

Hypotheses 1: The Circular Economy is an indispensable solution to problems
such as consumption and material dependence that have experienced by the linear
economy.

•

Hypotheses 2: Although the adaptation process discussed in the implementation of
the Circular Economy model is not expected to be completed 100% soon, it is
possible to come across Circular Economy principles in every residential project.

•

Hypotheses 3: Based on the examples of developed and developing countries, in
the future, especially ecologically, expectations regarding the concept of Circular
Economy are higher in developed countries.

1.3 Objectives and Limitations
The long-term objective of this research is to examine and improve the spread of
Circular Economy into the housing sector. The main objective is to analyse the process
of adaptation and effects of the main circular principles in the housing sector through
literature research, examples, and case study.
•

To examine the principles of the Circular Economy, determine their use methods
and effects on the housing sector.

•

To examine, develop and share research on the implementation of the Circular
Economy principles in the housing sector.

•

To determine the future importance and predictions for the housing sector by
measuring the effects of the main circular principles.

•

To guide by researching the implementation and adaptation of circular principles
in the housing sector
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Also, it is intended that the study within the scope of the housing sector will provide a
basis and guide for future implementation studies. The study aimed to assist the
housing sector in the gaps created in this area as it focuses on studies for the sector's
future, especially in a private area like housing. The Circular Economy issue is still
seen as in its initial stage; therefore, it is stated that much work should still be done on
the subject. In the research, the answers to many key questions are still open and, the
discussion continues beside this issue, which is particularly new and still needs an
adaptation process in practice. Currently, there is no 100% circular housing project in
the housing sector, which can be considered as a completed implementation. It should
also be noted that it is emphasized that many of the applications in other sectors are
case studies and experiments process (Korhonen et al., 2018). In this study,
suggestions must be made for the housing sector based on these experiment processes.
For these reasons, the most important limitation of this study is the limited number of
applications and research examples.
1.4 Methodology
This study has begun with a literature review. Firstly, in the literature review, the
definitions of the Circular Economy are examined and then the research on the Circular
Economy in the built environment are reviewed. In the second stage, the relationship
between the housing and the principles of the Circular Economy in the current situation
has elaborated with research, examples, and case study. In the main part, that is the
Circular Economy in the housing sector, while examining the first ongoing circular
housing examples, the economic contribution of the Circular Economy principle used
against linear economic problems in a residential area in Turkey has been examined.
Qualitative data analysis is considered appropriate for measuring information when
examining studies involving comments and observations in general (Bogdan and
Biklen, 1997). The Walcott method, which was developed in 1994 from qualitative
data methods, has been chosen as one of the qualitative data analysis methods and, the
evaluation process is based on the principles of this method. Walcott Method (1994)
states that three different titles can be followed in the data analysis process. The first
stage of this method is to investigate and directly transfer the information. The second
stage is data analysis and the third stage covers the process of interpretation of existing
data based on the first and second methods (Özdemir, 2011). After the research results
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are filtered by this method, subjective descriptions, comments, and the evaluation
phase will be completed, and suggestions will be presented in line with the road map
for the sectoral future. The entire methodology has been briefly summarized as follow
Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 : Thesis methodology.
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1.5 Literature Review
The issue of the Circular Economy was first proposed in the ’90s by EPEA but it has
constantly become important in the 2000s. The issue is remarkable for all areas;
however, has still a limited number of articles (PWC, 2019; Ruiz-Real et al., 2018).
One of the important studies in the literature has been done by the MacArthur
Foundation in 2012, which has identified six principles and emphasized that the use of
these principles in many areas will lead to a transition to a Circular Economy. After
2012, MacArthur published two more reports with different main evaluations on the
Circular Economy in 2014 and 2015. In 2014 report ‘’Towards a Circular Economy:
Accelerating the Scale-Up across Global Supply Chains’’ and in 2015 report
‘’Towards a Circular Economy: Business Rationale for an Accelerated Transition’’
which includes research on the principles of the Circular Economy for sectoral based
applications (MacArthur Foundation, 2014, 2015). Following these reports, because
of increasing the popularization of the subject and research are widespread especially
in Europe, the European Union published the Circular Economy action plan in 2015.
After the European Union action plan which is based on the principles of the
MacArthur Foundation, the applications, and research on the subject began to
accelerate (PWC, 2019). Also, many types of research on the subject following the
MacArthur reports have been inspired by these principles (ARUP, 2016).
When the studies on the sectoral basis are examined, although certain studies included
the housing sector, there is no study on the adaptation of the sector and the Circular
Economy. Apart from research, when examining the application examples, two
projects can be seen in the housing sector, which has full Circular Economy
characteristics (Urban Innovative Actions, 2019; GXN, 2018). These projects, which
are ongoing in Denmark and the Netherlands, are the first circular housing projects
(DEPA, 2019; Urban Innovative Actions, 2019). Also, studies in Turkey that are
having intensively to similar problems in the housing sector are combined with the
case study of in the housing example. These two examples and case study aimed to
help in determining the adaptation process in the housing sector, in which this thesis
study is also concentrated.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
In contrast to the current economic model, which is called the Linear Economy, the
Circular Economy that is refreshing by technological design focuses on leaving the
consumption of limited resources and reducing resource dependency (Figure 2.1)
(Rood, 2015). However, the current economy focuses on perpetual consumption
instead of utilizing the material. This situation leads to environmental and economic
resource problems that have been brought to the agenda recently. Therefore, the
possibility of facing major problems in the future comes to the fore.

Figure 2.1 : Linear economy (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
The Circular Economy which is proposed for solving and implementing existing
problems focuses on scarce resources and environmental impacts with profitable
economic activities (Figure 2.2). Moreover, the Circular Economy can generate
solutions for the future (ARUP, 2016). In addition to the environmental benefits of the
Circular Economy, global economic advantages are also recognized. More
specifically, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation explored the economic benefits of the
Circular Economy globally (MacArthur Foundation, 2013). According to this study,
the first stage was achieved an approximate saving of 340 to 380 billion dollars in the
transition to the Circular Economy in the European Union and it has been predicted
that this saving would increase further when the Circular Economy is fully adapted by
the sectors (ARUP, 2016).
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Figure 2.2 : Circular economy (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
It is known that the Circular Economy adaptation will consist of several stages and
significant changes to the system will be involved. In addition, the Circular Economy
aims to provide the flow of systems within itself, which may require technological and
economic support at first view. The concept of the Circular Economy offers the sectors
a chance to make the necessary changes, the economic savings for the future and it is
seen as a solution for both today and the future. (INNOWO, 2019).
2.1 The Transition from the Linear Economy to the Circular Economy
For many years, the linear economic model which is the existing economic model used
in the sectoral area but, the Linear Economy could not respond to the need in the
changing process. In this process, the term sustainable development has begun to be
introduced into general terminology at the end of the 20th century to indicate the link
between development and environmental protection (Drljača, 2015). Following the
sustainability, the Circular Economy issue has also rapidly come into the agenda and
start moving forward, and the problems of the Linear Economy started to be discussed
(Wyman, 2017). The LE, which is based on large amounts of readily accessible
resources and non-renewable energy, has two apparent problems. The first problem
concerns the overuse of finite resources, and the second problem is the excessive waste
generation and environmental effects. In line with these problems, sectors started to
look for new solutions and after the sustainability concept, the concept of the Circular
Economy became a current issue these days (Rood, 2015). Moreover, the Circular
Economy, which excites many industries as a solution, is essentially a combination of
sustainability with innovation and business models (Wyman, 2017).
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Like many other sectors, the construction sector has put the Circular Economy on its
agenda. The construction sector constitutes 1/3 of the total material waste volume in
Europe with a 34% rate (European Parliament, 2018). It was emphasized in many
studies that the construction sector also needed a change in this process. Besides,
discussed at the World Economic Forum, the creation of a circular future is beginning
to attract more and more attention from the business leaders of the world and the heads
of states (World Economic Forum, 2018). It is stated that the linear model should be
updated to include more elements that are considered only externality according to
current standards. A possible solution to this major challenge is to shift from a Linear
Economy to a Circular Economy (DEPA, 2019). In particular, the deficiency to stop
resource consumption and highlighting the shortage of resources that sectors will face
in the future accelerated the efforts in this area. The building sector, which is heavily
dependent on virgin materials, also realized that it would face shortages of resources
in the future. In line with all these factors, researches on the transition from a Linear
Economy to a Circular Economy in the construction sector have been started (Arcadis
et al., 2018). And, as in all investment branches of the sector, the housing sector, which
is the most dynamic investment branch of the sector, where resource problems arise,
has started its research on this issue. In line with these researches, new application
methods have been explored, especially in Europe and, directed investors to work on
circular housing implementations (Building Radar, 2019).
2.2 Development of Circular Economy
With the rapid spread of the concept of sustainability, research has begun on the new
model to replace the current economic model. Firstly, in 1966, Kenneth Boulding
developed the concept of a "Closed Economy" in which resources remain as long as
possible in the economy. The definition of a closed economy represents the cycle of
the circular economy. This period can be called the first stage of the Circular Economy.
In 1988, David Pearce and Richmond Turner first mentioned the concept of "Circular
Economy" where "everything goes into everything else". David Pearce and Richmond
Turner’s definition is very close to the current circular economy definitions. This
concept is the period when the Circular Economy model came to the fore for the first
time (PWC, 2019).
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After all these concepts, the topic of the Circular Economy became more important in
the 2000s and research have started, but the number of academic articles on the
Circular Economy published in the 2000s still was only 27. (Ruiz-Real et al., 2018).
During this period, the discussions on the Circular Economy accelerated and in 2012,
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation published its first report on the Circular Economy
(PWC, 2019). This report is one of the turning points in the Circular Economy and has
been the source of further studies on the application of the Circular Economy to the
sectors. In addition to the report, many countries in Europe have established different
support organizations to understand the principles in this process (ARUP, 2016).
Following the MacArthur Foundation report, groups working on the Circular Economy
such as ARUP and CE100 conducted research based on this report. In this process, the
European Union issued a Circular Economy action plan based on the principles of the
MacArthur Foundation, and the applications and research on the subject began to
accelerate. (PWC, 2019). Figure 2.3 shows the timeline of the most important
definitions of the Circular Economy.

Figure 2.3 : Timeline on important studies of circular economy (PWC, 2019).
2.3 Basic Principles of Circular Economy
The Circular Economy aims to motivate sectors not only in the ecological meaning but
also in the economic meaning and, in recent years; studies have been carried out on
the main principles of the circular economy. (Jan Joustra and Engealler, 2013). The
circular model aims to gain value and manage resources in the short and long term,
thus adding value to ecological and social systems. Therefore, simple principles have
been established to implement the studies set up by the MacArthur Foundation. The
application of these principles aims to accelerate the adaptation of sectors to the
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Circular Economy and to reveal the economic advantages of the Circular Economy
(Figure 2.4) (MacArthur Foundation, 2014).

Figure 2.4 : Source of value creation with circular economy (MacArthur Foundation,
2013).
In line with this process, the general principles created for the problems that cause a
Circular Economy is needed are as follows:
Design out Waste: Joustra, de Jong and Engealler (2013) describe it as a design for
reuse. If it can be thought from the economic aspect the embedded value of a product
needs to be carefully considered. In the long term, the remanufactured version of many
products will be more advantageous than the embedded version. The aim is to design
the biological and technical components of a product to fit a cycle of biological or
technical material designed for dismantlement and replacement (Jan Joustra and
Engealler, 2013).
Build Resilience Through Diversity: It emphasizes that modularity, versatility, and
adaptability are flexibility-creating features. Also, these are important details, that
need to be prioritized in a fast-developing world (PWC, 2019). In changing conditions,
products also must be able to change and adapt and, for business systems, this link is
based on customer relationships, supplier relationships, resources, and innovations.
This principle aims to seek efficiency, a balanced point where endurance and
productivity interact (Beurskens and Bakx, 2015).
Rely on Energy from Renewable Sources: This principle focuses on renewable energy
sources. Sectors should prefer renewable energy sources such as sunlight, biomass, or
wind, which are not harming nature, instead of infinite non-renewable resource use.
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Besides, the materials produced must be designed from reusable materials for the
future (MacArthur Foundation, 2014; Rood 2015).
Think in Systems: The capability to understand the relationship of the whole to the
parts is very important, and it is necessary to calculate how the parts affect each other
as a whole. All elements are assessed regarding their environmental and social contexts
(Kriegler et al., 2014). This principle emphasizes flow and connectivity over time and,
with feedback, cycles provide manufacturers with information on products and
resources. The responsibility cycles give the manufacturer a higher level of
responsibility for the maintenance of not only the products but also the parts and
materials required for this maintenance. These cycles also encourage innovation to
help a product perform better at lower costs (Rood, 2015).
Think in Cascade: The essence of creating value for biological materials is the
opportunity to obtain additional value from products and materials through other
applications. Higher quality and greater functionality can be reached for technical
materials by the upcycling method. In this principle, relationship and transformation
are always supported (MacArthur Foundation, 2014; Rood 2015).
The Circular Economy principles are gathered under these five main topics. Each
principle contains different implementations. The whole process in the implementation
of the Circular Economy principles is summarized as follows with Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 : Outline of circular economy principles (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
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In addition to these principles, different governments around the world have started to
produce legislation and policies to help transition their economies to the Circular
Economy. In the EU-LAC establishment report announced for the business world,
studies were proposed with three steps to the sectors that could address the Circular
Economy: the first is the process innovation, the second is product innovation and the
third is the innovation of the business model (EU-LAC Foundation, 2018). Besides,
an 8-step guideline (Figure 2.6) was proposed for the sectors to applying the Circular
Economy principles for the process (PWC, 2019).

Figure 2.6 : Guide for the sector (EU-LAC Foundation, 2018).
The relationship and support between all these principles established in the research
process are created to support the Circular Economy (Beurskens and Bakx, 2015).
MacArthur emphasizes that creating common values and principles for all participants
helps make a long-term business perspective, such as a Circular Economy, a reality.
One of the first steps that can be taken to adapt to the Circular Economy also is to
program this process and appropriate principles for each sector (MacArthur
Foundation, 2015). In addition to the general principles, MacArthur proposed the
ReSOLVE principles, which consist of seven titles, for sectors to create new business
models in the transition to the Circular Economy (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
In 2010, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation was founded to speed the transition to a
Circular Economy. Foundation's study has four focused areas, which is insight and
analysis, business and government, education, and training, and finally communication
(CE100, 2016). MacArthur foundation published the first report in 2012 about the
Circular Economy. In this report, apart from the research on the Circular Economy,
six principles named ReSOLVE are mentioned which are how sectors can apply the
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Circular Economy. Many pieces of research are based on these principles, which, have
also been tried to be used in the implementations (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
Studies that consider these principles also appear in the built environment, one of them
is, for example, the Circular Economy in the Built Environment: Applying the
ReSOLVE Framework.

ReSOLVE principles occur that: Regenerate, Share,

Optimize, Loop, Virtualize, and Exchange (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).These six
elements can be used for products, buildings, neighborhoods, cities, regions and even
for all economies (ARUP, 2016).
•

Regenerating: Regenerating and restoring natural capital: Regeneration in the
built environment permits efficient and circular building performance by
reducing negative externalities, primary resource consumption, and waste. This
helps maintain, restore, and increase the resilience of ecosystems. The use of
renewable energy, renewable production systems, and technological
innovations helps the regeneration process (ARUP, 2016).

•

Share: Maximizing product utilization: Sharing has been seen in many areas
recently also optimizing has become one of the focus points of many sectors.
For the built environment optimizing asset lead to use spaces, infrastructure,
and vehicles more efficiently (MacArthur Foundation, 2014; ARUP 2016).

•

Optimize: Optimizing system performance: Optimized assets, products, and
systems are assets that operate with maximum efficiency and performance. The
key is to maximize productivity, eliminate waste, and keep materials and
components at their highest value when using design and construction
processes to encourage reuse and repurposing. In the built environment, smart
urban design and energy efficiency are important for optimizing (ARUP,
2016).

•

Loop: Keeping products and materials in cycles: Materials and products are
aimed to keep in the loop and, new uses area is created for each material.
Reproduction and recycling are the most important steps of this principle for
helping to ensure maximum benefit from each product. The materials used in
the implementation of this principle play an important role (MacArthur
Foundation, 2014; ARUP 2016).

•

Virtualize: Displacing resource use with virtual use: A growing number of
applications and services make use of digital technologies to replace physical
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markets. Example, utilizing the smart application technologies produced in the
built environment (MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
•

Exchange: Selecting resources and technology wisely: This principle replaces
static products, services and top-down design and operation approaches that
enable flexible, user-oriented design optimized with sustainable energy and
materials. Also, supporting technological improvement is very important for
the implementation of this principle (MacArthur Foundation, 2014; CE100,
2016).

•

These principles described by MacArthur are intended to direct the sectors in
the transition to the Circular Economy. All principles are interrelated and, the
implementation and development of these principles are aimed at accelerating
the transition to the Circular Economy. These principles, which may also affect
the future of the housing sector, can be considered as the first steps of the
Circular Economy (MacArthur Foundation, 2013; ARUP 2016).

2.4 The Benefits of the Circular Economy
Circular Economy uses principles based on durability, renewability, reuse, repair,
replacement, upgrade, refurbishment, and less material use, which entails rethinking
products and services (EU-LAC Foundation, 2018). Instead of linear consumption,
which is reaching its limits, a Circular Economy has both operational and strategic
benefits at micro and macroeconomic levels (MacArthur Foundation, 2015). The
World Sustainable Development Business Council (WBCSD) and The Consulting
Group (BCG) researched with companies about implementation, and their research
shows that the implementation of Circular Economy increased innovation for
efficiency and competitiveness earns in 97% of the companies investigated. More than
half of the corporate interviewees have stated that their use of the principles of the
Circular Economy contributed to increasing profits (EU-LAC Foundation, 2018). It is
known that the last 150 years of industrial evolution have dominated a one-way or
linear end consumption model, in which goods are produced, sold, used and
subsequently discarded or burned (PWC, 2019). However, it is known that this model
now brings ecological and economic damages. The search for a significant
improvement in resources across the economy has led industries to discover ways to
reuse their products or components and to recover more valuable material, energy, and
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labour inputs (Lewandowski, 2016). Circular Economy is a restorative and renewable
business system, and this new business model has material savings estimated to be
more than a trillion dollars. (MacArthur Foundation, 2014).
Moreover, apart from all these economic benefits, the Circular Economy supports the
ecology positively as opposed to the Linear Economy. As discussed from the first day,
the circular processes have hold promise for providing significant environmental
benefits when compared with traditional linear processes. The Circular Economy is
seen as a supporter, especially in the future, for the sectors since it supports the
continuous transformation of resources and the cycle with technological innovations.
Therefore, the Circular Economy, which has the main principles to prevent the risk
that all materials and energy sources face, is the best economic model for the future of
natural and economic resources (Arcadis et al., 2018; Lewandowski, 2016).
2.5 Spread of the Circular Economy in the Sectors
The Circular Economy has been accepted as a remarkable way for many sectors. Also,
sectors have begun to produce new policies and studies to speed up efforts to adapt to
the Circular Economy (Deloitte, 2017). According to the need of the sectors, the choice
of placing the Circular Economy on the agenda has changed, especially, the sectors
that require natural resources and a variety of materials or the sector with maximum
harm to the environment, have accelerated their research in this regard. Sectors that
prioritize the Circular Economy needs, prioritize resources, and make a remarkable
change in this transition. These sectors are furniture; buildings and construction;
packaging; food; electronic and electrical equipment; textile; transport ( Vrije and
Westminster Universities, 2014).
These sectors are in the first place in the Circular Economy adaptation studies due to
the problems they encounter in the resource problem and especially the economic
problems they will experience in the future. When looking at environmental impacts,
the construction sector from these sectors ranks first with 40% in material use and,
these sectors, which are given above, are at the top of the list of negative effects on the
environment (Arcadis et al., 2018). Therefore, surely, companies have begun to
consider the principles of the Circular Economy. Many companies, from the priority
sectors under the title of the Circular Economy, understand the concept of the Circular
Economy but also state that they face difficulties applying to their business. It can be
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frightening to move away from former, work and core methods or many industries do
not know how to implement these researches (PWC, 2019). A circular transition begins
with a solid strategy, and its implementation will lead to the transformation of business
models and internal processes. All the sectors are given below (Table 2.1) aim to start
their transition from linear to the Circular Economy by completing this process with
their strategies throughout the process (European Cluster Observatory, 2017).
Table 2.1 : Suggestions for priority areas (PWC, 2019).
Sector
Agriculture

Priority (examples)
Improving of soil fertility

Healthcare

Reduction of hazardous waste

Construction

Reduction of virgin materials

Waste Management

Minimising down-cycling

Financial Services

Increasing the circularity of the portfolio

Mining

Leveraging urban mining

Manufacturing

Closing the materials loop

Transport

Maximising use and lifetime

In this topic, studies conducted in different sectors in line with the mentioned priority
sectors and principles are examined. No project that fully implements the Circular
Economy in the housing sector, but implementation studies have started. Examining
the work of different sectors can help work on the principles of the housing sector and
the roadmap to be determined. As stated in the research given, the sectors draw their
paths for the Circular Economy by using the main principles and making use of the
researches carried out in practice. It is considered to be helpful in the road map to be
drawn for the subject sector in the studies examined at this stage (EU-LAC Foundation,
2018).
Some of the organizations and application examples established to investigate the
Circular Economy principles in the building sector and adapt to the sector are
discussed below.
•

Circular Organization (CRCLR)

CRCLR is a Think- and Do Tank and stands for “circular”, as in the opposite of
“linear” or “take, make, waste”. CRCLR is an organization established in Berlin that
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wants to integrate the Circular Economy into the building sector and our lives. The
CRCLR building Neukölln is the zero point for everything circular in Berlin. It is a
platform and center created to exchange and share information about the changing
producer and Circular Economy. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation said, “The CRCLR
team has created a unique space to explore creative community-based solutions to
systemic global problems, where everything circular is considered in Berlin. “CRCLR
aims to conduct research on how the principles of the Circular Economy can be applied
in the building sector and the transition of the sector to the Circular Economy. CRCLR
continues to research the subject by organizing various meetings. It also organizes
workshops by bringing together different stakeholders for circular life. CRCLR has
examined the examples in the world and prepared suggestion reports, especially for
Circular Germany (CRCLR, 2016).
•

Quay Quarter Tower

For owners of the 49-story, 200-meter-high Quay Quarter Tower in Austria, the return
of the existing building on the site will lead to significant economic and environmental
savings. Quay Quarter Tower project has started by adopting the Circular Economy
business model with Faster, Smarter and Flexible understanding. The design for
circular thinking demonstrates a way of improving the existing structures, installing
flexible floors, and how the Quarter tower provides value to its owners instantly and
how to apply Circular Economy principles to existing buildings by improving the
preparation for future recycling (Figure 2.7) (DEPA, 2019).

Figure 2.7 : Quay quarter model (DEPA, 2019).
Quay Quarter's flexibility, flexible mechanical objectives enable both the adaptation
of the structure in the future and prepare the structure for potential reorganization.
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Quay Tower is a good example in terms of adaptation to the circular future and trying
to catch time with the transformation of the buildings (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 : Quay quarter model (DEPA, 2019).
•

Urban Mining & Recycling (UMAR)

The Urban Mining and Recycling (UMAR) Experiment Unit is one of the units in the
NEST research building on the campus of the Swiss Federal Materials Science and
Technology Laboratories (Empa) in Dübendorf, Switzerland. The building design
created by Werner Sobek with Dirk E. Hebel and Felix Heisel is supported by the
proposal that all the resources needed to build a building are completely reusable,
recyclable, or composting. Places the life cycle idea at the forefront of the design.
Instead of just using resources and throwing it away later, it is essential to take
advantage of their technical and biological cycles for a certain period before they are
once again circulated (Figure 2.9) (NEST, 2018).

Figure 2.9 : Umar models (NEST, 2018).
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The following approaches lie at the heart of the design:
•

Temporary removal and borrowing instead of permanent acquisition and
disposal

•

Maximal modularisation and prefabrication

•

The potential for all materials and products to be extracted cleanly, separated
out and sorted

The building, which is created based on a modular construction concept, is fully
prefabricated and tested in the factory (Figure 2.10). The supporting structure and large
parts of the facade consist of untreated wood, a material that can be reused or
composted after the building is dismantled. The facade also includes aluminium and
copper, two types of metal that can be separated out cleanly, melted down and
recycled. The Urban Mining & Recycling (UMAR) unit is not just material storage,
but also a public repository of information that is intended to serve as a model example
and a source of inspiration for other building projects (NEST, 2018).

Figure 2.10 : Umar Models (NEST, 2018).
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3. CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN THE BUILDING SECTOR
The concept of Circular Economy in the building sector, as in all sectors, emerged
from the scarcity of resources, ecological and economic problems (ARUP, 2016).The
built environment in Europe uses 1.8 billion tons of primary raw materials directly,
which means 25% of the demand (Arcadis et al., 2018). Besides, the built environment
ranks first in environmental impact with its 34% waste share (European Parliament,
2018). All these factors have led investors to explore the Circular Economy process
and to create the concept of circularity in buildings.
There is no specific definition of a circular building in the literature, but researchers
have derived definitions for the circular building from the principles of the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, like many other sectors (Adams et al., 2017). The application
of the idea of the Circular Economy to the built environment will cause buildings to
be designed, built and reused without raw materials, environmental pollution and
ecosystem degradation. In other words, creating a circular building will essentially
mean that at the end of its life, no building material will become a waste of construction
and demolition and will be reintroduced into the supply chain (ARUP, 2016). The
continuing of these definitions and research still results from the fact that the Circular
Economy model is still not practiced as a hundred percent in buildings (Rood, 2015).
Therefore, if the companies want to introduce the Circular Economy to the building
sector, they need effective strategies on how to work with existing buildings, and these
strategies need to focus on both material and value (DEPA, 2019).
Research has begun to establish key common aspects for the implementation of the
Circular Economy in buildings. Steps have been taken to implement Circular Economy
principles, before construction, during and after the construction to adapt these key
aspects to the sector (Markkanen, 2016). The Circular Economy must spread
throughout the process as a model and replace the Linear Economy. This change goes
beyond innovations in technology and includes new forms of collaboration and
increasingly integrated value chains. The process of realizing a circular building
should also be circular; a fully circular building should be developed in collaboration
with, stakeholders, which differs from the current way from doing business (Beurskens
and Bakx, 2015). Therefore, a general framework including the main three principles
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has been determined based on the studies made for the transition of the construction
sector to the Circular Economy model and the general Circular Economy principles in
the process for the circular building (Markkanen, 2016).
Circular Design: It is the design of buildings that can be rearranged by smart design
and technologies. Modularity is one of the biggest supporters of the circular design
(Beurskens and Bakx, 2015). Adapting and using a building to different shapes is an
effective point for the Circular Economy process (Markkanen, 2016).
Circular Material is one of the main principles of the determined Circular Economy
model. It is one of the reasons for the emergence of the model (CE100, 2016). The
sector with a lack of resources should use the material continuously in the loop, and
circular material means that the material is recycled rather than waste (Beurskens and
Bakx, 2015).
Circular Process: The Circular Economy, which is not just about applying several
principles, is a process and strategy. It has been presented to the sectors as a solution
as an economic model. Product service systems, which are used to keep resources and
materials in a Circular Economy, changes the perspective of the relationship between
the manufacturer, the user, and the product (Beurskens and Bakx, 2015). The
maximum benefit comes to the fore throughout the whole process.
The application of these principles in buildings is the first step of the Circular Economy
(Beurskens and Bakx, 2015). To be able to create a circular building, it is necessary to
implement all principles and use the Circular Economy as a model in the construction
industry (ARUP, 2016).
3.1 The Problems Arising from the Current Model and the Necessity of
Transition in the Building Sector
The linear building process can be called a take-make-dispose operation, and the
building sector has been using this current economic model for a long time. The linear
economic model does not force any restrictions on the availability of natural resources
and generally supports non-renewable building materials. These materials, which lead
to the built environment to consumption constantly, are disposed of as waste after their
functional life. The take-make-dispose operation approach at different stages of the
building has caused an increase in the problems (Figure 3.1) (MacArthur Foundation,
2015).
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Figure 3.1 : Structural waste in building (MacArthur Foundation, 2015).
According to a study conducted in 2016, the construction production of residential and
non-residential buildings constitutes about 78% of the total construction in the EU
(about 997 million Euros) (Eurostat, 2019). The building sector is in a state of
dynamism and, production continues in line with supply and demand. This production
means facing a shortage of material, especially for the future. In a linear environment,
materials cannot be transferred to the future or used in the cycle, which is the biggest
problem facing the Linear Economy. Besides, the buildings constructed with the
Linear Economy model are not generally focused on the process, which causes an
increase in environmental problems. Energy consumption, waste generated, and the
abundance of non-recyclable materials are caused by not being process-oriented, that
is, naturally caused by the linear economic model. Unpredictable material
consumption and design problems make the necessity of transition to the Circular
Economy in the building sector. (Arcadis et al., 2018).
3.2 Effects of Circular Economy Discussed in the Building Sector
The Circular Economy is a model proposed as a solution to certain problems faced by
sectors, such as consumption and environmental impact. Since it is presented as an
economic model, it is expected from the sectors to change their roles first. The
potential of the Circular Economy to change the ecosystem and value chain for the
design, construction, operation, renovation, and reuse of buildings is emphasized
(ARUP, 2016). As in every sector, not only one effect is expected in the building
sector, but also a long-term effect that will change the way the sector workimplementation. This effect that is come with the Circular Economy is due to the new
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planning of the building industry, changing the roles of stakeholders and collaborations
(Figure 3.2) (Arcadis et al., 2018).

Figure 3.2 : Stakeholders loop (Arcadis et al., 2018).
In the Circular Economy 2015 report published by McKinsey, it is stated that there is
no way for the future other than a transition to the Circular Economy, and the only
solution on current consumption and material problems in the building sector is the
Circular Economy. Therefore, another effect of the Circular Economy will be on the
use of materials. Less material usage and orientation towards renewable resources is
the solution for the material problem and economic problem that the building sector
may experience (McKinsey , 2016).
The prospect and potential from the Circular Economy implementation in the
European Union are high. Although not all the effects are specified in full numbers,
many studies indicate that the sectors that pass to the Circular Economy will gain a
large profit in the long term. Studies, in building projects built by 2030, it is said that
it could potentially save £ 300 billion through primary sources and energy (ARUP,
2016). As a special example, it was observed in France that the cost of building
construction was still 10% higher than the standard building during the transition to a
circular building in 2003, but in 2013, this index fell to around 1%. In connection with
research, the cost of a circular building is expected to be lower once each principle is
completed.
The design process plays an important role in ensuring resource efficiency, as most
environmental, social, and economic cost factors are sometimes determined by up to
80% in the design phase of a building project. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, Circular
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Economy principles especially applied during construction, benefit both economically
and environmentally. Another positive effect of the Circular Economy is also
environmental aspects. Because the sector has a serious waste and energy consumption
problem (Eberhardt et al., 2018). The Circular Economy's support of technological
factors is meant less energy and less cost. Changing principles, smart technologies,
systems that produce solutions and cooperation with the Circular Economy model; it
is a long process that will continue with steps (PWC, 2019). As discussed in sectoral
meetings, the Circular Economy is the only solution of the sectors in the long term and
is a supporting model for the building sector at every stage with its contributions not
only economically but also ecologically (Deloitte, 2017).

Figure 3.3 : Value of recycling and reuse (Eberhardt et al., 2018).
3.3 Adaptation of Circular Economy into the Building Sector
The building sector intensified its research on Circular Economy practices after the
2000’-s and included them in their agendas. Obstacles have emerged in the
implementation of the Circular Economy in the building sector and in the process of
adapting this Linear Economy to the Circular Economy (PWC, 2019). The biggest
obstacle to the building sector is to face a new system, and all views show that
overcoming obstacles will start with steps for the adaptation process. During the
adaptation process, it is not expected to completely abandon the Linear Economy and
move to a completely Circular Economy. Many stakeholders and investors in the
building sector should determine their roadmap and their plans in the first steps of the
adaptation process. Therefore, After 2012, especially construction companies have
started to work for implementation by taking into consideration the published reports
and MacArthur principles and business models (ARUP, 2016).
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In the process of determining Circular Economy strategies in the building sector, three
important stages are considered: Material and component production, Design and
planning and, End of the building life. This is because, at the end of its lifetime,
building components and materials must be reintegrated into the value chain that
requires work in all three stages to renew their applications. Applying these core
principles in some way goes through collaboration and coordination between different
companies along the value chain. Many companies will participate in value creation
processes that require the coordination and collaboration of business practices among
companies. In this adaptation process, the determination of cooperation and roles will
help the sector in the transition to the Circular Economy and the formation of circular
buildings (Nußholz and Milos, 2014).
To apply Circular Economy principles in this process. How will the building sector
move to a more Circular Economy by applying the principles? There is no clear answer
to this yet, but certain steps have been proposed in this process to transition circular
building. Therefore, companies have considered the loop and maximum benefit of how
they can use resources, reuse, recycle them and minimize waste (MacArthur
Foundation, 2014). However, circular thinking helps to see materials differently and
creates space to experiment by developing alternative business models that can have a
lasting effect. Scaling other successful business models that include circular
approaches to use and reuse resources can show the potential of a Circular Economy
and facilitate a smoother transition to living and working more circularly (Figure 3.4)
(Motsi-Khatai, 2019).

Figure 3.4 : Become more circular (CRCLR, 2016).
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Another factor is technological improvements that will facilitate the transition will
increase the transition rate of a building to the Circular Economy while it will help the
transition from the linear to the Circular Economy in the building sector with positive
effects to be made economically and ecologically with smart systems and materials
(ARUP, 2016; Arcadis et al., 2018). The circular building considered for the future is
far beyond the current situation. In particular, the building sector is expected to
complete its transition to the Circular Economy in the future, following the Circular
Economy steps and the completion of the adaptation process with circular building
practices (Nußholz and Milos, 2014).
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4. CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN THE HOUSING SECTOR
The building sector has different types of investment, and one of them is housing
investment that is a private sector of the national economy (Żelazowski, 2017). The
importance of the housing sector stems from two main factors: the size of the housing
market and the functions performed by the housing properties. In mature market
economies, the share of housing sector (including housing management, housing
finance, and housing construction) in gross value added is 20% on average
(Żelazowski, 2017). Also, when the different investments in the building sector are
analysed in Europe, the housing sector ranks first investment type with a growth rate
of 6.2% in 2019 data, depending on the total production figures (Building Radar,
2019). The average housing stock in the European Union in 2016 was 486.6
apartments per 1000 citizens and it represents a total of 245.6 million housing stock.
Over 1.2 million housing has been added to the built environment by comparison over
the years from 2016 and it is known that will continue to be added. Therefore, these
data show that the housing market is not only important for the building sector but also
for the country's leading economy (Deloitte, 2017).
The environmental impact and resource consumption are examined, the housing sector
one of the most important consumption sectors in the EU, and the exhausting of
available global resources make a significant effect on environmental change issues
like 50% of extracted materials, 30% of final energy consumption, 33% of water
consumption and 23% of all generated wastes (Housing Europe, 2016). Modern
materials in the housing sector have dramatically increased the environmental impact
of resource consumption that brings along problems (Esa, 2017). The Circular
Economy in the housing sector can help solve many problems, such as increasing
costs, transforming resources, preventing other consequences of variable markets for
the housing sector. For these reasons, the Circular Economy can be presented as a
model that is particularly useful in the housing sector (GXN, 2018)
Sectors are trying to anticipate changes in the Circular Economy that including
different products and services, different customers and stakeholders in the value
chain, and different revenue models (MacArthur Foundation, 2013). The housing
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sector, especially after the 2000s, has also been started to study to benefit from the
Circular Economy and provide a special framework.
4.1 The Necessity of Transition from Linear to Circular Model in the Housing
Sector
Under the main title of the housing sector, research on the place of the Circular
Economy in the sector and its advantages it will create are included. The research
carried out as examples of the two housing projects mentioned above will be the first
major steps and first results in the housing sector. Denmark's first circular housing
project is originally intended not only to demonstrate how the principles could be
applied but also to produce these results. Therefore, in the project, GXN Director
Kasper Guldager stated that it is necessary to abandon the linear process, which we
use and consume materials as a resource, and which cannot contribute to the
environment after the process. Especially argued that linear housing no longer
innovates and only contributes to resource consumption. These views and research are
evidence of the necessity of transition to the circular model. Besides, the circular
housing project will be an important proof of the fact that the Circular Economy in
housing can be achieved today and its benefits (GXN, 2018).
The necessity of economic model change in the sector is not just suggested to obtain a
solution against the problems. At the same time, long-term economic profit is expected
from the projects in which the Circular Economy model and principles are applied This
situation has brought a new economic perspective on the housing sector. With the
transition to the Circular Economy in the construction sector, a positive economic
impact of more than 1 trillion euros is expected by 2030 (INNOWO, 2019). Also, the
CM will affect the material stock and dependence by design understanding and
material change. The recovery of the Circular Economy from the vicious cycle instead
of the linear model is one of the main reasons for the transition from linear to the
circular model (Ellen MacArthur Foundation and ARUP, 2020).
As the year 2050, while the population is expected to exceed 10 billion, the need for
housing will increase day by day or many existing houses will not be able to
compensate for the needs (Esa, 2017). Population growth will have a certain impact
on the housing sector and continuing the Linear Economy in this process will both
increase consumption problems like materials, energy, etc. and make a major
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contribution to the waste problem. In addition to all situations, in the context of
housing demand, the necessity of transition from linear to circular economic model is
an indispensable fact (Beurskens and Bakx, 2015).
4.2 Circular Economy Principles in the Housing Sector
Circular Economy principles are generally similar for all sectors. The housing sector
is also based on these common principles. The purpose of the housing sector about the
Circular Economy is to create circular housing based on the principles of the Circular
Economy (Markkanen, 2016). As mentioned in the heading of the Circular Economy
in the building sector, there are 3 phases from the production process in a building
product to the completion of the building's life cycle. These are;
•

Material and component production,

•

Design and planning, and

•

End of life

Also, there is a construction and usage phase from planning to end of the building life.
These stages are the same for housing as stated in Figure 4.1 (Nußholz and Milos,
2014).

Figure 4.1: Building life cycle (Nußholz and Milos, 2014).
Circular Economy principles are specified for each phase of a building's life, which is
for these three phases, to create a circular house. As stated in Table 4.1, the general
principles discussed in the circular housing:
•

Circular material for less waste and recycle

•

Circular design for reuse and more circularity

•

And the loop for every-stage especially in-use and end-of-life
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Table 4.1 : Circular strategies and principles in the housing sector (Nußholz and
Milos, 2014).

LIFECYCLE
PHASES

Material and
component
production
•
•
•

CIRCULAR
STRATEGIES

•
•
•

Design

Use fewer
hazardous
materials
Design for
recycling
Prolonged
lifespan
Design for
product
disassembly
Use of
secondary
materials
Take-back
schemes

•
•

•
•
•

Design for
disassembly
Design for
adaptability
and
flexibility
Design out
waste
Design for
modularity
Specify
recyclable
materials

End-of-life
•
•
•

•
•

Disassembly
Selective
demolition
Enable
reuse of
products
and
components
Closed-loop
recycling
Open-loop
recycling

In addition to these common principles, the housing sector has included the work done
by the MacArthur organization on its agenda. The general Circular Economy
principles of the MacArthur organization and the ReSOLVE principles created to
apply the Circular Economy to the sectors are prioritized in the circular housing studies
in the housing sector. Also, implementing ReSOLVE as a business model and
spreading the above-mentioned principles to housing life-stage are planned steps to
create a circular housing. Besides, in a study mentioned by Van Odijk and van Bovene
(2014), circular design principles and the selection of materials to be applied are
distinguished as important determinants of circular housing. (Jan Joustra and
Engealler, 2013).
In the statistics given under the title of Circular Economy in the housing sector, it was
stated that housing is a lead economic investment. Although the change of the sector
is inevitable, the first step in applying the principles developed for the Circular
Economy model goes through the collaboration process. Most of the circular strategies
and principles developed cannot be realized within a company's processes or product
development processes (CE100, 2016). Circular Economy principles need to be
applied in value creation processes that require collaboration, coordination, and
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harmony of business practices in the housing sector. It should be able to maintain the
principle of loop and self-sufficiency within the cycle, which is a Circular Economy
principle of the housing sector and complete its process by joining another cycle soon
after its cycle. Therefore, the housing sector, which is a dynamic investment vehicle,
continues its research on the subject of technological developments and circular
principles by following technological innovations in the process of adaptation to
Circular Economy principles (Deloitte, 2017).
Circular Economy principles enter the housing sector systematically. However, as a
business model other than the principles applied at certain stages, the example of
circular housing (ongoing circular housing project) will be discussed in the next
headings to examine the principles applied in the housing.
4.2.1 Circular economy advantages in the housing sector
There are many reasons why the housing sector stakeholders would like to improve
their business from a Linear Economy towards the Circular Economy. Although these
reasons originate primarily from Linear Economy problems, the ecological and
economic vitality that the Circular Economy will bring to the sector cannot be ignored.
Besides, as the concept matures, the benefits of circular models will become more and
more evident (Housing Europe, 2016).
The implementation of the principles of the Circular Economy will benefit the housing
sector from at least three different perspectives: system change, lower costs than
investment, increased value and circular-life (Markkanen, 2016). One of the most
important advantages of the Circular Economy is the evaluation of the material and
avoiding continuous consumption. The activities of the Circular Economy have certain
economic foundations, and reuse and redirecting to renewable resources is expected to
benefit the housing industry in the future (Figure 4.2). Besides, a series of circular
tools aimed at maintaining the highest value of buildings and parts and using raw
materials most efficiently can radically reduce the industry's costs and reduce the rate
of decrease in the value of assets (INNOWO, 2019).
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Figure 4.2 : Benefits of circular economy (Markkanen, 2016).
The housing sector that is one of the most important investment branches for the
construction sector in the EU, the exhausting of available global resources makes a
significant effect on environmental change issues. Turning the Circular Economy
towards renewable resources, material exchange and the loop are an advantage to
eliminate disadvantages and reduce future problems that the industry may experience
(Rood, 2015). The Circular Economy principles supported by technological
developments are an opportunity for housings that cannot adapt to today's conditions
or future conditions. The circular structure covers the entire supply chain (INNOWO,
2019). The most important advantage of the Circular Economy is that changes the way
the sector works and responds to the needs of the sector as a model. Therefore, the
housing sector has needed to proceed with a collaborative process. Consequently, for
this concept to fully show its advantages over the linear economic model, all
stakeholders must participate in the mutually beneficial collaboration (Arcadis et al.,
2018).
4.2.2 Expected changes with the implementation of the circular economy
Circular Economy principles have started to enter the housing sector as a model.
However, since the linear model is not completely abandoned in Europe that has not a
circular housing project, the expected changes in the implementation of the Circular
Economy in the housing sector are observed from the research and examples in this
process. Moreover, the expected changes in the housing sector follow a common path
with the changes that the Circular Economy will bring to the sectors (Żelazowski,
2017).
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The first change that the Circular Economy will bring to the housing sector will be in
the form of the working process, and the whole implementations and process will
switch to the Circular Economy model in the future (DEPA, 2019). The Circular
Economy is expected to influence the future of the sector through ecological and
economic factors. With the transition to a Circular Economy, it is expected that the
housing sector will be away from material dependence and consumption, increase
usage of renewable resources and create smart designs with technological supports,
damage less from the ecological point of view and benefit more economically with
this transformation. For example, according to some state analysis of a circular model
that can be applied in the construction sector until 2030 in the European Union, it
analyses the effects exceeding 1 trillion Euros (INNOWO, 2019). The change in the
housing sector will also have a significant share of this expected economic impact.
Besides, the studies for Denmark's first circular housing project carried out, whether
all the principles of the Circular Economy are applied; the change of the housing sector
is questioned. It is stated that with the implementation of the Circular Economy, the
negative effect of the Linear Economy will be reduced in every stage of the housing
life, and a graph towards the benefit in terms of environment and consumption will be
followed (GXN, 2018).
The Circular Economy requires a long-term vision, which means that the housing
sector is directed towards cooperation as a requirement of the Circular Economy. This
includes cooperation not only within the sector but also from different sectors (Arcadis
et al., 2018). Therefore, a process in which cooperation is increasing and roles are
redefined is expected. It is expected that the transition to the Circular Economy will
provide a wide-ranging benefit in terms of the sector, materials, economic process, and
users, beyond the expectations that are realized in the first step (Rood, 2015)
4.3 First Case Examples in the Housing Sector
Before the Circular Economy road map on the housing sector, two circular housing
projects that have developed in Europe were examined in this chapter. These two
projects, which are continuing in the Netherlands and Denmark, are also the first fully
circular housing projects developed by the countries. The first aim of the projects is to
fully apply the principles of the Circular Economy to housing projects and to observe
this process. Denmark and the Netherlands are pioneer countries in the Circular
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Economy, and many sectors have started the transition from the Linear Economy to
the Circular Economy. The first major circular housing project examples of the
housing sector in Europe are also seen in these two countries. Although the aims of
the projects are clear, since projects are not completed, it is early to observe the effects
of the Circular Economy. On the other hand, these two projects will inevitably be the
reference in the guidance and questioning process for the future of the circular housing
(Urban Innovative, 2019; GXN, 2018). These two projects have been evaluated within
the framework of the main titles below.
•

Why were these areas chosen for the first implementation?

•

What is The Project Aim and Expectations?

•

What are The Prominent Principles?

4.3.1 Kerkrade (Netherlands)
Dutch. Building Prise 2019 award ceremony first prise to SCE in the category building
materials and systems. The circular house project started in 2018 in Kerkrade (Figure
4.3) and is expected to finish at the end of 2020.

Figure 4.3 : Kerkrade (Urban Innovative Actions, 2018).
•

Why was Kerkrade chosen for First Circular House Project?

Europe's first circular housing investment project is in Kerkrade (Stadsregio Parkstad
Limburg), South of Netherland, which has sustainability problems. Mainly built in the
1960’-s, when housing scarcity was a major problem, the high-rise apartment buildings
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are no longer suitable now and cannot satisfy the needs of residents. The three empty
high-rise apartment buildings in the project area in the city of Kerkrade contain
valuable materials, qualities, and old social structures (Figure 4.4). The ruin of these
buildings will irreversibly disorder these values. The purpose of Super Circular
Property is to use these values circularly in the project area while strengthening the
local economy and creating high quality-desirable urban environments. The project
will be shown as the best example for approximately 1250 similar residences in the
Parkstad Limburg. At the same time, the project will create an attractive and circular
living space for city residents (Urban Innovative Actions, 2018, 2019).

Figure 4.4 : Deconstruction (Urban Innovative Actions, 2018).
•

What is the Project Aim and Expectations?

The recommended innovative circular urban action is to experiment with new circular
economic processes that aim to recycle 100% of the materials from the demolition of
social housing that cannot meet the needs of the period. The materials from the
demolition of these old buildings will be used in the construction of 4 pilot units with
new recycling techniques (Figure 4.5). These will be compared to evaluate their
applicability and reproducibility. Following the principles of the Circular Economy,
former residents will be invited back to the area. These potential tenants will play a
strong role in the design, operation, and monitoring of new collaborative economic
services and facilities in the region (such as a common mobility platform and a social
services center).
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Figure 4.5 : Model (Urban Innovative Actions, 2018).
The project will produce less than 805,000 pounds of CO fewer emissions compared
to the construction of a new high-rise apartment. Also, the project will test innovative
closed water cycle initiatives for social housing and try innovative techniques for water
reuse (Urban Innovative Actions, 2018, 2019).The innovation goal of Super Circular
Estate is to direct the management of social housing organizations towards more
sustainable, resource-efficient decision-making, delivery models and processes (Urban
Innovative Actions, 2019).
•

The 24 different materials planned to be obtained because of circular destruction
of 100 circles flat.

•

Constitution of four pilot residential housing units to be constructed from the
materials of the high-rise old building with different reuse techniques.

•

The project will be the main example of the reconstruction of many old residences
in the region.

•

Making designs to try to understand the quality of existing materials and structures
and their potential applications in new construction. Functional and comfortable
production of new buildings, use of solutions following Circular Economy criteria
(Figure 4.6).

•

Circular water cycles and heating systems.

•

To promote the creation of a six-function social services center to reinforce social
cohesion and community aimed at reducing waste.

•

A mobility platform providing e-cars, e-bikes, and mobility scooters for
inhabitants’ use. Smart living space.
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Figure 4.6 : Housing Type Overview Recovered Material (Urban Innovative
Actions, 2018).
•

What Are the Prominent Principles?
➢ Reuse/recycle techniques
➢ Utilization of all material
➢ Collaboration
➢ Using technology methods

4.3.2 Aarhus (Denmark)
The Circle House project consists of 60 social housing units in the enlarged Lisbjerg
Bakke district on the Aarhus, Denmark, which are planned to complete at the end of
2023 (Figure 4.7) (GXN, 2018).

Figure 4.7 : Lijerbo Aarhus (GXN, 2018).
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•

Why was Aarhus chosen For First Circular House Project?

Denmark's first circular housing investment project is in the new Lisbjerg Bakke
district the north of Aarhus, which is a development zone on focuses on sustainability.
The site is located south of the area's new main street, Lisbjerg Bygade, near a railway
stop. Also, the area has a scenic view and a steep slope from the main street down to a
green area. These features that play a major role in the selection of circular area
projects are also very important for the design of the circular house (GXN, 2018).
•

What is The Project Aim and Expectations?

The declared main purpose of this circular project is that 90% of the project materials
to be reused without depreciation. To turn the building industry into a circular building
application, the entire value chain of the industry must be engaged that is the project's
first aim. (GXN, 2017). One of the most important features of the circular housing
Project in Aarhus is to gather and share information about the Circular Economy.
Therefore, the project aims to work together with different stakeholders, as
cooperation is believed. John Sommer, Strategy-of director, MT Højgaard said that
"The Circular Economy is not only about reusing volume, but also about reusing
value.'' This view is one of the observations that show the starting path of the project.
The project also aims to observe the economic contributions of reusing value or
creating value (GXN, 2018).
•

Circle House will consist of 60 social housing units and it will be designed and,
built according to the principles of the Circular Economy (Figure 4.8).

•

The objective circular project is that 90% of the project materials can be reused
without depreciation.

•

The project involves more than 30 enterprises from the Danish construction sector
across the value chain.

•

The project will implement many main principles of the Circular Economy,
including smart technologies and materials.
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Figure 4.8 : Project Model (GXN, 2018).
In addition to providing housing, the most important expectation from the Aarhus
circular housing project is to create new information about the circular structure of
architecture and construction in the building industry and to contribute to future
projects in Denmark (Figure 4.9) (GXN, 2018).

Figure 4.9 : Project Model (GXN, 2018).
•

What Are the Prominent Principles?
➢ Design for Disassembly
➢ Reuse/recycle techniques
➢ Material Transition
➢ Partnership and collaboration
➢ Aesthetics in circularity

4.3.3 Comparative analysis of two examples
In the first circular housing examples developed in the Netherlands and Denmark, the
common aim is to see the Circular Economy principles in the implementation stage
and to be an example by interpreting the process. The data obtained in the comparison
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of the two examples examined according to the main principles given in section 4.2,
according to the building life cycles are as follows Table 4.2:
Table 4.2 : Comparative analysis.
KERKRADE
Material and
component
production

Design

•
•

Reconstruction example
The use of secondary materials
is at the forefront.

•

Less
environmentally
hazardous materials.

•

24 different materials obtained
by reconstruction
Different reuse techniques
Modular design
Taking advantage of
technological developments

•

90% consists of
reusable materials
Smart and modular
design
Taking advantage of
technological
developments

Making use of modular designs
after the life cycle

•

•
•
•

•
End-of-life

AARHUS

•
•

Using renewable
materials after the
life cycle

One of the common points of the two projects is collaboration, which is frequently
emphasized in the Circular Economy process. Circular housing projects have been
started with more than 30 stakeholders. The Kerkrade circular housing project is of
great importance especially, for the re-evaluation of the houses that cannot adapt to
today's conditions and the reuse of waste. The Kerkrade project focuses on the
economic contribution of the Circular Economy through the restructuring of circular
economy ReSOLVE principles. Kerkrade circular housing project is one-step ahead in
the implementation of Circular Economy principles since it contains many different
factors according to the Aarhus project. The most important shortcoming of the two
projects at this stage is the fact that the statistical data of the contributions that can be
made economically or ecologically cannot be shared.
4.4 The Future of Circular Economy in the Housing Sector
Housing Europe Research Assistant, Mariel Whelan, attend the Horizon 2020 project
Circular Effects Final Conference that is argued the Circular Economy has taken center
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stage in the housing sector. This conference showed the participants, the Circular
Economy how has important for the housing sector with reports and situations. At the
conference, participants discussed on the Circular Economy as important for the
housing sector's future. Moreover, decisions were made over the goals for 2020 on
what steps the industry should take for the implementations, and Horizon2020
decisions have occurred. In particular, the Horizon2020 project focuses on optimal
management and use of water, waste, energy, and material resources at all stages of its
life cycle and will develop and demonstrate the interaction of the new Circular
Economy to the sector. At this conference in 2018, it is the sign that the Circular
Economy will be at the center of the sector for the future and that studies are already
being started in Europe with the exchange of ideas and suggestions (Housing Europe,
2018).
The report on the value of the Circular Economy in real estate clearly shows many
ways for public and private real estate investors to gain value in the Circular Economy
in the future. The report argues that this transition should be fast. Especially the ability
of the housing sector to gain value with the transition to the Circular Economy in the
future is possible with a rapid transition from this process (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation and ARUP, 2020). The example of Lejerbo analysed in this thesis also
comes to the fore in the report for the future of the circular house. It is stated that the
Lejerbo housing project, which will be completed in 2023, is a big first step to show
that the circular building is suitable for social housing with the circular housing project
to be built in line with the Circular Economy principles. In the future, limited resources
will be a major challenge in housing construction; circular housing plays a vital role
in overcoming this challenge. The housing market will understand this result,
especially by observing the results of Lejerbo, which is the first circular housing
investment that will guide us in future investments in this regard, and the place of the
Circular Economy in the sector (GXN, 2018). At the same time, the case study
examined in addition to the two circular housing examples supports these two
examples. This study has shown that even without a transition to the Circular
Economy, a single principle has provided ecological contribution and problem solving
as well as economic contribution. This result is an indicator of the future existence of
the Circular Economy in the housing sector.
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Alexander Piur commented on this topic in an interview by Arup and addressed the
undeniable link between sustainable housing investment decisions and financial
performance (Ellen MacArthur Foundation and ARUP, 2020). The positive results
reported strongly demonstrate that the Circular Economy is more than the management
of resources and waste in the housing sector. It is also clear that in the future, the
behavior change and regulations of all parties should be reviewed to support and
encourage the implementation of circular business models (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation and ARUP, 2020).
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5.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY IN THE URBAN TRANSFORMATION
PROCESS IN TURKEY

The construction sector in Turkey is a pioneering sector investment, and housing
investment is the first place in investment type. Located in the last quarter of Turkey's
real estate sector, the report draws attention to the annual demand of 650 thousand
housing units, according to statistics. The reason being constantly dynamic in recent
years, particularly in the housing sector in Turkey, are the urban transformation
projects that bring with its new housing investments. Also, in the last quarter of the
2019 report, there are about 6 million risky housing structures currently in need of
transformation. According to the statistics examined in the housing sector, as the
number of houses increases every year as shown in Table 5.1, in the 2018 total of the
buildings that have been given a building permit; While the total surface area of the
buildings is 169.9 million m2, 98.7 million m² of it is housing. For all these reasons,
waste and raw material problems faced by the construction and housing sector in the
world shows itself in Turkey (GYODER, 2019).
Table 5.1 : Number of Housing ( GYODER,2019)
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Number of Housing
28.252.598
28.727.506
29.340.118
32.802.435
35.040.843

Percentage (%)
14
2
2
12
7

The concept of circular economy has come to agenda in Europe after 2000 though it
was very recently started popular in Turkey. Although the concept of sustainability
appears in the housing sector, which is one of the most effective investment branches
of the country with urban transformation projects, the concept of the Circular Economy
is not yet encountered as a model. (Kılıç, 2012). Especially population growth and
urban transformation projects have brought rise problems in housing projects. Urban
transformation is a special title in Turkey, and all linear economy problems can be
observed in recent urban transformation projects. However, In Turkey, the housing
sector has begun to look for solutions on different issues like renewable materials and
resource use, waste management, and the evaluation of secondary materials. Besides,
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the problems of the linear model and discussions in the business model are on the
agenda in the housing sector, and the solutions offered are expected to offer both
economic and ecological contributions (Önder, 2018).The concept of circular
economy has been started to be included in the research, and the circular economy
model has been included in the sector reports, although it has not been brought as a
model yet.
5.1 Featured Principles and Examples
In Turkey, if it needs to speak about the ecological and economic problems in the
housing sector, it can say that with the urban transformation projects in Istanbul,
secondary material and waste problems have come to the fore especially, in the houses
built before the earthquake. Turkey's housing sector is the main economic investment,
especially with 16 million inhabitants, Istanbul is located in the first place of housing
investment, and urban transformation projects in particular. Despite the dynamism of
Turkey in the housing sector, circular economy principles have mentioned earlier are
not yet available for housing life cycle. However, there are criteria that projects put
forward to deal with problems in their own way and to reduce future problems of the
housing sector (Erman and Buzkan, 2020).
The first circular housing example, previously given as an example in the first circular
housing sample title, has started to apply the circular economy principles as a model
based on the Kerkrade reuse principle and appeared as the first circular housing
example. The evaluation and reuse of materials in the risky housing areas that
demolished within the urban transformation can be given as an example of this
principle in Turkey. Although these materials are not used in new housing, they are
used as the second hand in the production of different housing, or by transforming the
materials obtained are re-evaluated in different areas of the construction area. Also,
different circular economy principles, or a circular economy model can be used in
different stages of urban transformation such as destruction, design, construction.
While urban transformation and housing investments, which have increased in recent
years, reveal the difficulties of the linear economy, especially the government and
municipalities have proposed different methods to solve these problems. Although the
Circular Economy is not defined as a business model in these methods, these principles
generally are based on sustainability principles. Within the scope of these principles,
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it has been examined that 10-15% waste of each transformed house participates in the
transformation, and renewable energy and renewable materials are prioritized in newly
built houses (Önder, 2018). In other words, Circular Economy principles can be used
at different stages of the urban transformation process. Although the use of waste and
renewable materials could not reach the level of the leading countries in Europe, the
housing sector in Turkey is aware of the problems and the need for change. Also, with
the start of the circular economy model research in Turkey, the principles have applied
in different sectors are also expected to be applied in the housing sector soon.
5.2 Examination of Circular Economy Principle in Üsküdar Sample Area
It is stated above that the Circular Economy is not yet popular in the housing sector as
a model. Although the housing sector still uses the linear model, it has started to
highlight different Circular Economy principles in projects. In particular, different
principles in the stages of urban transformation projects can be observed. For example,
at the destruction stage; reconstruction or evaluation of second-hand materials; at the
design stage; modularity or design out waste; or it is possible to observe different
principles such as modularity or end of life use during the construction phase. In this
context, Acıbadem Alsancak Site, which was built before the earthquake and is likely
to be transformed, has been selected to observe the ecological and economic impacts
in the housing investment by the use of materials and wastes that may occur during the
destruction stage in the case of any transformation (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 : Case area.
Alsancak site, which was built in Üsküdar Acıbadem Neighborhood Yurtseven Street
before the earthquake, consists of 9 blocks. Each block consists of 6 floors, and each
floor consists of 4 apartments in Figure 5.2. The most important reason for choosing
this area is that urban transformation projects have accelerated in the region where preearthquake houses are dense. Also, with the demolition of the Alsancak Site built about
40 years ago, the consumption problems in material, waste, and new housing
investments can arise. This case study has been chosen to show the problems that will
arise from the stages of the urban transformation project in the destruction phase, with
a principle of the Circular Economy.
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Figure 5.2 : Alsancak site.
Alsancak site has 4 different apartment types, the smallest of which is 45 m² and the
largest of which is 100 m². The apartment plans of the site built before the earthquake
are as shown below in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 : Alsancak site, 4 different types of flats.
The materials that can be reused in case of the demolition of the Acıbadem Alsancak
Site, selected as an example in the table below are listed by each apartment type. In
addition, by taking the average prices of second-hand materials, the total price has
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been created (Table 5.2). The total price has been obtained over the average prices of
the materials determined according to the apartment type.
Table 5.2 : Materials and average prices.

Type 1- 45 m²
Radiator
Heating Tube
Window

Door
Entrance Door
Floor
Coverings
(Parquet)
Kitchen
Cupboard and
Countertops
Socket
Installations
Type 2 - 60 m²
Radiator
Heating Tube
Window

Door
Entrance Door
Floor
Coverings
(Parquet)
Kitchen
Cupboard and
Countertops
Socket
Installations
Type 3 - 50 m²
Radiator
Heating Tube

The Size
(cm)

Number /
Quantity

Average m²
Price (TL)

Total Price

60x80

5

200

480

1,5

144

180

675

85

570
450

16,5

250

60 m=96 kg
360x40
180x40
220x40
80x210
90x210

1
2
1
4
450

7.37
7.67

1
1

86x60x170
60x170

1
1
7

5
1,5

35
72

4
1

200

600

1,5
180

180
2.317

85

655

500
16,5

500
670

30 m=48 kg
60x80
60x180
75 m=120 kg
180x140
360x140
60x140
140x140
90x220
80x220
100x220
12.1
7.37
21.5
86x60x260
60x260

2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1.400
400

9

5
1,5

50
97,5

4
1

200

600

1,5

144

40 m=65 kg
60x80
60x180
60 m=96 kg

1.400
400

Table 5.2 (continue): Materials and average prices.

Window

Door
Entrance Door
Floor
Coverings
(Parquet)
Kitchen
Cupboard and
Countertops
Socket
Installations
Type 4 - 110 m²
Radiator
Heating Tube
Window

Door

Entrance Door
Floor
Coverings
(Parquet)
Kitchen
Cupboard and
Countertops
Socket
Installations
General
Elevator
Entrance Door

Number /
Quantity
2
1
1
1
2
2
1

Average m²
Price (TL)
180

Total Price

85

635

500
16,5

500
600

1
1

1.100

1.100
350

8

5
1,5

40
72

60x80
60x180
90 m=144 kg
180x140
360x140
120x140
60x140
60x60
90x220
80x220

5
1

200

100x220
13.65
14.35
7.60
24.70
86x60x310
60x310

The Size
(cm)
180x140
360x140
120x110
60x140
90x220
80x220
100x220
7.18
8.12
20.80
86x60x110
60x110

30 m=48 kg

2.205

1,5
180

216
2.335

85

1.120

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

500
16,5

500
995

13

5
1,5

85
120

120x210

1

19.000

19.000

310x210

1

2
1
1
1
1
4
3

50 m=81 kg

53

1.800
400

650

Table 5.2 (continue): Materials and average prices.
The Size
(cm)
Roof
Boiler Room
Concrete-Iron Brick

Number /
Quantity

Average m²
Price (TL)

Total Price

12.000

1

12.000
8000
14.027

850 m3

16,5

The sum of the prices obtained from the materials for each apartment type is given
below to be calculated according to the total cost. As well with the calculations under
the general heading, total income was calculated as 300.445 TL in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 : Total prices by building type.
Building Types
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
General

Total Price
8.952
13.739
27.672
196.408
53.674
300.445

Square of meters housing prices has been examined to calculate the cost of the new
building. According to the list announced by the Ministry in 2020, an average cost of
1,905.88 TL was determined for reinforced concrete-luxury constructions (Table 5.4).
If the building with a total construction area of 2.010 m² is demolished and the new
house is built, the cost of the new house is calculated as 3.830.818,8 TL.
Table 5.4 : Average residential square meter prices.
Building
Types
Luxury
Construction
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
Simple

Steel

Reinforced Conglomeration
Concrete

3.228,90 TL

1.905,88 TL

1.496,02 TL

2.080,31 TL
1.395,50 TL
946,13 TL
409,17 TL

1.190,22 TL
794,63 TL
562,77 TL
315,12 TL

969,08 TL
631,69 TL
470,21 TL
149,32 TL
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Slum

188,82 TL
96,16 TL

Approximately 8% of the total new building cost, namely 3.830.818,8 TL, is the
income to be obtained from the removal of these products for use as second hand
(Table 5.5). As the economic gain of recycling, 8% of the total cost can be regained,
and economic contribution can be made. These ratios following the principles that are
applied recently in Turkey can be up to 10%.
Table 5.5 : Total prices.
Total Construction
Area
2.010 m2

Cost Price
(m²)
1.905,88

New Housing Cost

Total Earnings

3.830.818,80

300.445
Recycling Profit
%8

The entry of the Circular Economy into the housing sector as a model means planning
the entire life cycle of housing. Though Turkey could not produce solutions yet for all
problems in the housing sector, 8% economic contribution with a single principle is an
indication that the economic and ecological contribution is much more in the long
term. It has been observed with the contribution of this field study that the 8% rate
obtained with only one principle will increase much more by using the Circular
Economy model.
5.3 Differences According to the Results of the Sample
On the Circular Economy, which is a popular topic in European countries recently and
very new examples of applications are seen in the housing sector. Studies and cases
have shown that there are similar problems in the housing sector, but Turkey is still
too behind in the Circular Economy, unlike European countries. Although Circular
Economy was involved in some research in Turkey, it has not yet taken place as a
principle.
When the application of a single circular economy principle within the scope of
sustainability is examined, an 8% rate is not at the desired level. However, it is
undeniable that this rate is supportive of the transition from linear to circular in the
future. In the EU, this rate is much higher in the examples that have not adopted the
circular economy model but started to apply the principles. In the examples in Europe,
ecological contributions are emphasized before the economic contributions that bring
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in the long term come to the agenda. Therefore, the first circular housing example,
Kerkrade, which manages the process completely according to the Circular Economy
model, offers a rate of 100% in the evaluation of all materials, by combining the
economic contribution obtained from these materials with ecological balance.
Even though different processes are running, the same sectoral problems show that the
Circular Economy model offers a useful solution even with a single principle. The
examination of this study, in the above area, is to measure whether the circular
economy can solve some problems that arise even in a region where even be
unpopular. Although the ecological expectation is more prominent in Europe, the use
of materials in the cycle has revealed the ecological and economic contribution of the
case study.
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6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
The Circular Economy, which is the new search model of all sectors, is undoubtedly
in a transition period. In this transition period, each research has different results and
relationships. While going to the conclusion of this study, sub-questions and
hypotheses created while aiming to answer the main question have been proven in this
process.
•

While all research emphasizes substance dependence, which is the main
problem of the linear economy, it presents the Circular Economy as the only
solution according to the take-make-dispose (linear) model. The created
Hypothesis 1 is also supported by the material dependence statistics of the
sectors studied in this field.

•

Hypothesis 2 was supported by fieldwork while helping us explain the process
while taking us to the main question. Even in the process of adaptation, can say
that Circular Economy principles have entered our lives even if the Circular
Economy is not implemented as a model. Turkey's case study and many
housing projects examined in Europe is proof of that.

•

Hypothesis 3 is proved by comparing future expectations. The presence of the
subject at different stages in Turkey and Europe, frequent emphasis on the
ecological side in Europe showed that the perspectives and expectations of
developed and developing countries in the adaptation process are different.

The result of all these hypotheses is evidence that the transition to a Circular Economy
model will continue at certain stages in the housing sector. So, what is the adaptation
process of the circular economy in the housing sector, which is the main problem of
this research? When this process is examined, it is possible to observe that the housing
sector is at the beginning of the process. The housing sector has started to implement
within the framework of sustainability in recent years, and these applications can also
be found in research conducted in Turkey. The housing sector has begun to implement
at least sustainability in the housing sector to face all the mentioned problems and to
produce solutions. However, the transformation of the concept of the Circular
Economy into a business model in the sector is still very new and contains many
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questions. The first examples of circular housing show us that the contribution of the
Circular Economy in ecological aspects, especially in the design and end-life phase, is
significant. However, these examples still discuss the economic contributions missing
in certain areas. The results of the case study support the research that says that this
economic contribution will contribute in the long term. It is clear that every circular
housing investment will have a unique process. The fact that the housing sector does
not have a circular house implementation prevents the Circular Economy’s main
principles from being determined in the sector. Creating a common road map in the
transition to circular housing will enable to understand the principles of the Circular
Economy and to transition to this process more easily. Two circular housing projects
showed us the best observations and results are observed in the implementation
process. Also, a common roadmap for the housing sector will help the Circular
Economy to adapt to the housing sector more easily.
The Circular Economy plays an inevitable role in the future of the housing sector due
to the observation of linear economy problems and the returns of the Circular Economy
model. Why has the Circular Economy not been put into implementation as a model
in the housing sector despite its continuous research for the last 20 years? The general
problem is that the sector does not want to change the way it works or that economic
costs will be high. However, the housing sector needs change, and this change is
inevitable. For the implementation of the Circular Economy model in the housing
sector, more research is needed to determine how to deal with uncertainties and
obstacles. The Circular Economy principles are common and are proposed for all
sectors. However, the housing sector needs collaborative work to understand which
models are suitable for housing or which principles are the top priority. The housing
sector is made up of very different stakeholders, so the role of each stakeholder in the
Circular Economy should be redefined, and cooperation should spread throughout the
process.
The Circular Economy model is process-oriented, and this process does not only
consist of a housing life cycle. For this reason, it is recommended as a model for the
multi-stakeholder and dynamism housing sector. Considering the housing investments
and their effects, should ensure the Circular Economy to enter the sector with steps.
The opinions of many housing investors, who were already encountered during the
examination, are also willing about this subject. Before considering the Circular
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Economy model as a business model, the transition period can shorten by applying
application and material innovations in the housing. A full transition to a circular
economic model is possible with increasing implementations.
The Circular Economy model is not expected to replace the linear economic model
and proceed quickly soon. To make the transition to circular housing applications
faster; first, it is necessary to examine the studies on the Circular Economy and to
understand the principles of the Circular Economy model. At the same time, with the
implementation of sustainable principles, the process should be observed in the
transition to the circular economy.The research and collaboration process is the first
noticeable factor in the implementation of the circular economy as a model. Research
and studies were carried out in the public, private sector, and organizations before
moving on to the first exemplary projects in the Netherlands and Denmark. These
studies are important for the whole process to understand the Circular Economy and
to determine the policies to be followed. Collaboration is a circular economy principle,
and it is also effective in planning the housing life cycle. The presence of more than
30 stakeholders in the first circular economy housing investments is an indicator of
this. Because the working principles are being restructured in the transition to the
Circular Economy model, so this process makes different stakeholders, which means
collaboration, inevitable.In the process of transition to the Circular Economy, it should
be decided which circular economy principles will be prioritized, especially during the
implementation stages. The focuses of each housing project are different. Therefore,
while applying circular economy principles, choices should be made from business
models. For example, the Kerkrade project has been focused on the restructuring
model of the circular economy. In the process, goals and objectives have been
determined accordingly. The Circular Economy model is more complex than the linear
economy, and the model always prioritizes benefits. Therefore, determining which
principles to prioritize will assist in the implementation of the Circular Economy.
Another effect of the Circular Economy is to affect the entire building life cycle, which
is the most important feature that distinguishes it in the linear economy. Therefore, the
whole life cycle of the house should be considered in implementing the Circular
Economy process. This feature is one of the most important features that separate the
circular economy from sustainability. For example, while the case study is based on a
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principle, a life cycle is not planned. This feature is one of the reasons that prolong the
adaptation process to the Circular Economy. The implementation of the principles
should be planned to cover the entire life cycle. A circular house that is 100%
environmentally safe or has no economic disadvantage is not expected at this stage
and is not available in any country's policy. However, it is important to add Circular
Economy principles to projects in all housing today, to consider the Circular Economy
as a business model, and to switch to the first circular housing studies. The way to do
this is to move on to the implementation phase in a planned manner (Figure 6.1). The
transition process of the Circular Economy in the housing sector will increase with the
application of circular economy principles. In this process, the housing sector can
experience the transition to a Circular Economy model by adding innovations such as
technological developments and applications, smart transformable materials and
systems, and finally modular design to housing projects.

Figure 6.1: Highlights in the circular economy adaptation process in the housing
sector.
While the scarcity of resources and worthlessness of the product are common problems
of all sectors, environmental problems and expected economic problems have become
a common issue, especially in the European countries. The Circular Economy
prioritizes studies that will minimize resource usage across the entire system by
reducing or preventing resource dependency. The circular economic model, which
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aims to solve the problems in its loop, has been proposed as a useful solution method
in the housing sector as it is a restorative economic model in terms of ecology and
economy throughout the system.
Research in this area faces many problems that have not yet been answered. Based on
the definition of the Circular Economy, this study has informed on the main principles
and business models of the Circular Economy. When the reasons of the Circular
Economy need in the housing sector and the main principles that stand out are
examined; it has been concluded that it is inevitable that the housing sector, which
ranks first in the statistics on an environmental problem will in the first place in the
Circular Economy adaptation process for future. Unfortunately, especially in urban
transformation projects with a high rate of investment in the housing sector, even for
example of Turkey, although measures are being taken and the economic criteria of
some principles are being investigated, the adaptation process has not yet taken place.
However, the housing sector, which is the first investment vehicle of the building
sector, has a share in directing the economies of the countries, closely follows these
changes. This study can say that the principles of the Circular Economy have taken
place in implementations, but research and studies related to the Circular Economy
model are continuing. In future, the Circular Economy will not only be at the forefront
in the housing sector, but it will emerge as a model. It will bring change and add value
to the sector with its ecological and economic advantages. Moreover, in the future, all
positive effects of the transition from a Linear Economy to a Circular Economy will
be observed progressively in the housing sector.
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